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 ISE Code of Ethics and Guidance on Ethics
The requirement of a Code of Ethics for ISE members was propounded quite some time back by one of our
senior members, Dr. Asis Goswami, through the ISE Newsletter. Though there was some discussion at that
time, nothing was finalized. Now the issue has become of current importance, with many ergonomics
associations adopting and publishing such a Code of Ethics for their members (for example, Human
Factors and Ergonomics Society, USA). ISE should be proactive in this regard.
Similarly, the need for a Guidance document on Ethics was raised by our former Vice President, Dr.L.P.
Gite, during the HWWE2015 conference in Mumbai. He felt that while many institutions have well
developed ethical approval systems, there are some ergonomics researchers who are in need of guidance
in this regard, especially for publication in journals.
Hence with the help of our former President, Dr.P.K.Nag (who was himself associated with the
development of the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) Ethical Guidelines), two draft documents
have been prepared. These are now published for your review, suggestions, and comments.
Following this comment and suggestions process, the final draft (after incorporation of Members' comments
and suggestions) would be submitted to the General Body for approval at the next AGM.
Once AGM approval is obtained, the documents would be available on the ISE website. The Code of Ethics
would be applicable to all members.
The first draft documents (rev 0) are available on the ISE website for download. Kindly review the same,
and give your suggestions, and comments.

 Welcome New members!
ISE Newsletter welcomes the following new Life Member:

L-435 Neelima Gudavalli, Hyderabad

 Member Activities
4th ASSE India Chapter Professional Development Conference
American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE)-India Chapter in association with Institute of Engineering &
Management (IEM) organized 4th ASSE India Chapter Professional Development Conference in Kolkata at
Gurukul Campus, IEM on April 28 - 29, 2016. The theme of the Conference was “Promoting Well-being at
Work with a Global Perspective”. It was attended by nearly two hundred participants, including delegates,
dignitaries, paper presenters and students. This event was planned to coincide with the “World Day for
Safety and Health at Work”, an international event, promoted by International Labour Organization (ILO),
Geneva.
The conference was inaugurated by Mr. C.B. Sood, Executive Director, S&R, Coal India Limited, in the
presence of Prof Satyajit Chakraborti, Chancellor, University of Engineering &Management, Mr. V.P.
Yajurvedi, Addl DGOF, Ordnance Factories and other dignitaries from industry and academia.
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Somnath Gangopadhyay, Professor and In-charge, Occupational Ergonomics, Department of Physiology, University
of Calcutta delivered his plenary address on “Application of Ergonomics in Re-Rolling mills of West Bengal for the
Improvement of Safety and Health”.

Subhashis Sahu, Associate Professor, Ergonomics and
Occupational Physiology Laboratory, Department of
Physiology, University of Kalyani, also delivered a
plenary lecture on “Well-Being at Work: An Ergonomic

Aloke Chatterjee, Cluster EHS Manager, PT&D, L&T
presented a technical paper on “Good Safety Practices
in Electrical Projects”

Perspective”

Krishna Nirmalya Sen, Head EHS, MMH SBG, L&T presented a technical paper on “Integrating Safety in Design –
Small Improvements can make big difference – Few examples”
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Indranil Chakraborty, BU EHS Manager, MMH, L&T presented a technical paper on “Best Practices and new
Initiatives in Construction”

The lecture of the conference from both academics and Industrial participants mainly from various part of
India covers various multidisciplinary aspects in safety and occupational health. A large number of posters
were presented by young scholars. Among them six Ph.D. students present their research poster under the
Guidance of Dr. C.K. Pradhan, Prof. S. Gangopadhyay and Dr. S. Sahu. There is interesting leadership
forum on Occupational Safety and Health. Prof. Gangopadhyay was one of the panelists. The conference is
boost up for future professional who dealt safety in global perspective.
6th International Ergonomics Conference, Zadar, Croatia
The 6th International Ergonomics Conference, Ergonomics 2016 with a theme “focus on synergy” was
organized by the Croatian Ergonomics Society in the city of Zadar, Croatia from June 15-18, 2016. The
conference was endorsed by the International Ergonomics Association (IEA) and Federation of the
European Ergonomics Societies. The organizing team included members from University of Zagreb Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Agriculture, Faculty of Textile Technology, Transport and
Traffic Sciences, and other member societies included Swiss Ergo, Ergonomics Society of Taiwan, Chinese
Association of Ergonomics Societies and Chinese Ergonomics Society. The conference was supported by
Republic of Croatia, Ministry of Maritime Affairs Transport and Infrastructure, University of Zagreb and
Ministry of Science, Education and Sports.

Arundhati Guhathakurta with Eric Min-Yang Wang

Rauf Iqbal with Eric Min-Yang Wang
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The venue of the conference was Hotel Falkensteiner, Zadar. The conference witnessed deliberation of
about 90 scientific papers (including poster presentations). The conference was inaugurated by Prof.
Aleksandar Sušić, General Chair, Conference manager and Dr. Yushi Fujita (President IEA). Other
members of the IEA present in the conference were Prof. Eric Min-Yang Wang and Prof. Andrew Todd.
Delegates participated in the conference from countries, like, USA, South Africa, Argentina, China, Taiwan,
Japan, India, UK and Australia and Croatia. Four delegates from India participated and presented papers
in the conference, namely, Dr. Rauf Iqbal, Associate Professor, NITIE, Dr. Suman Mukhopadhyay,
Associate Professor, NITIE, Ms. Arundhati Guha Thakurta, Research Fellow, NITIE and Shri, Sanjib Das,
Research Fellow, NITIE. All the sessions were well received as valuable and stimulating inputs particularly
for networking with other researchers and delegates, learning about on-going projects and research areas.

 HWWE 2016 – Second Announcement
Dr. Sarbjit Singh and Dr. Lakhwinder Pal Singh, Co-Chair & Organizing Secretary are honoured to invite
you to the International Conference on ‘Humanizing Work and Work Environment’ (HWWE 2016), which will
be held from December 8 to 11, 2016 at Dr. BR Ambedkar National Institute of Technology, Jalandhar,
Punjab (India). This conference is endorsed by International Ergonomics Association (IEA) and Indian
Society of Ergonomics (ISE).
As you are aware that International Conference on ‘Humanizing Work and Work Environment’ (HWWE
2016) is a prestigious conference being organized under the aegis of Indian Society of Ergonomics &
International Ergonomics Association. The conference being organized this year is 14th in its series and has
been organized previously in the institutes of international repute Such as IITs, NITIE & other universities of
national importance.
We would like you to attend the conference, actively participate in its technical sessions, and contribute to
the continued success of this conference series. Up-to date information on all aspects of the conference
can be found on the conference website at www.hwwe16.org
We welcome you to share your knowledge and views on the theme “Health, Safety and Environment”.
HWWE 2016 will offer you a platform in sharing your research experiences amongst eminent
academicians, scientists and researchers.
The deadline for abstract submission has been extended up to 15th August, 2016. On behalf of the
organizing Committee of HWWE 2016, we look forward to seeing you at NIT Jalandhar, Punjab (India).
The second announcement can be downloaded from the ISE website.
See details in "Forthcoming Conferences" section below.

 Alliance partner: Applied Ergonomics Conference
ISE is happy to announce that it is an International Alliance Partner for the Applied Ergonomics Conference
2017 (AEC 2017), to be held in Orlando, Florida, USA, from 27 to 30 March 2017.
This entitles ISE members to discounted registration to the 20th Annual Applied Ergonomics Conference.
Please select the “Alliance Partner” option on the conference online registration page, and then select the
appropriate organization from the pull down menu, and finally enter the Alliance Partner Code (available on
request from the Hony. General Secretary)
See details in "Forthcoming Conferences" section below.
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 Forthcoming Conferences
14th meeting of the ISE and HWWE 2016
8 - 11 December 2016
Jalandhar, Punjab
The 14th annual meeting of the Indian Society of Ergonomics (ISE) and International Ergonomics
Conference "Humanizing Work and Work Environment" (HWWE 2016) will be organized by the Dr. B R
Ambedkar National Institute of Technology, Jalandhar, Punjab during 8 to 11 December, 2016. The focus of
conference is to explore and discuss opportunities related to ergonomics and human factors engineering for
participants from all over the globe.
Important Deadlines for Registration

Important Deadlines for Paper Submission

Early Bird
Registration

Abstract submission deadline: August 15, 2016
Up to 30 September 2016

Late Registration -

After 15 October 2016

Spot Registration -

8 December onwards

Abstract acceptance notification: August 30, 2016
Full paper acceptance notification: September 30, 2016
Camera ready Paper Submission - 15 October 2016

Organizing Secretaries: Sarbjit Singh, Lakhwinder Pal Singh, Dr B R Ambedkar National Institute of
Technology, Jalandhar, Punjab
For paper submission and HWWE 2016 related queries, please send email to hwwe2016@gmail.com
Website: http://www.hwwe16.org

Human Factors and Ergonomics Malaysia Conference (HFEM)
September 26-27, 2016
SEGi University, Kota Damansara, Malaysia
HFEM (Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Malaysia) is happy to invite all members from Asian
Ergonomics Society to participate in their coming conference and their first Ergonomics competition. The
main objective of the conference and competition is to have a sharing session with application of
ergonomics and to showcase ergonomics products and innovation by academician and companies alike.
ERGOCUP competition: ErgoCup is the HFEM first ergonomic design championship.
It provides an ideal opportunity for students/academics/industries alike to participate
and present their ideas/innovations/solutions to ergonomics issues and problems.
Objectives:
Categories:
• To gather new development of product designs that incorporate human factors • Product Invention
and ergonomics principles.
• Ergonomic Program
• To recognize public and students who applying human factors and ergonomics • Intervention,
principles in their product design process.
Research, etc.
• To create awareness of the importance of human factors and ergonomics
principles in product development processes.
Contact person: Ali Ahmadian Mazraeh, HFEM Administrative Executive, Tel: 018-385 2957, Email:
ali.ahmadian92@gmail.com Website: http://hfemconference.wix.com/hfemconference2016
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SEANES 2016 Conference
28 November - 1 December 2016
Bandung, Indonesia
Green Ergonomics: Sustainability, Productivity and Well-Being
You are invited to submit your research paper to be presented at the 4th SEANES International Conference
on Human Factors and Ergonomics in South-East Asia (SEANES) 2016. The conference is endorsed by
International Ergonomics Association (IEA).
SEANES 2016 will be held at Crowne Plaza Bandung Hotel, nestled in the heart of Bandung city,
Indonesia, 28 November - 1 December 2016. This year conference is hosted by Perhimpunan Ergonomi
Indonesia (Indonesian Ergonomics Society) in collaboration with Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB) and
Universitas Katolik Parahyangan (UNPAR).
The conference focuses on the theme "Green Ergonomics: Sustainability, Productivity and Well-Being".
Please make your submission through EasyChair conference system through SEANES Easy Chair.
Important Dates:
Full Paper Submission
Acceptance Notification
Camera-Ready Paper Submission
Early Bird and Author Registration
Regular Registration
Workshop and Welcome Reception
Conference

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

1 August 2016 Extended
5 September 2016
12 September 2016
10 October 2016
11 October 2016 onward
28 November 2016:
29 November - 1 December 2016

For updated information or queries, please kindly visit:
website: http://seanes2016.org
e-mail: seanes2016@gmail.com

twitter: @SEANES2016

The 2016 Applied Ergonomics Conference had attendees from 19 different countries and a total of 26
international alliance partners.
The 2017conference is scheduled for March 27 - 30, 2017 at the Disney’s Coronado Springs Resort,
Orlando, Florida, USA. The conference website (www.appliedergoconference.org) is currently being
updated.
Abstract Submission for Poster Presentation Deadline: November 11, 2016. Direct link to the submission page
Ergo Cup Submission Deadline: October 28, 2016. Direct link to submit an application

ISE Members will get Discounted Registration - contact Hony. General Secretary for Alliance
Partner Code
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 Knowledge base
Indian office interiors are now based on Ergonomics
For those who spend maximum time in office, the line between home and office space keeps getting thin
with each passing day. This has less to do with the office interiors (that can make you feel at home) and
more with the number of hours you spend at your workplace. But with a swift rise in the startups, a whole
new generation of young entrepreneurs has come up. And, these young business minds prefer office
spaces that are designed keeping in mind the ergonomics, giving way to innovative and interestingly
designed offices.
Tushar Mittal, the founder and Managing Director of Studiokon Ventures (SKV) - a business interior
company, talks to us about what makes the Indian corporate houses look so dreary, the difference between
interiors of Indian offices and their western counterparts and the future of corporate designs.
The difference between the corporate interiors trends in India and in the West!
When it comes to designing an office, I believe, west gives more importance to the comfort of employees
than India. In the west, offices are also designed to be more democratic in appearance so that managers
and executives share workstations. There are less 'cabin' hierarchies despite the people being more formal.
Apart from office designs in the realm of the culture of corporate houses also there are many differences. I
believe many (not all) Indian corporate houses still treat employees as replaceable their customers as the
first priority. But it is the other way in the west where employees are considered equally important as the
clients. Employees form the backbone of any organization on that side of the world.
Even with the largest youth population Indian corporate houses look dreary. Why?
Most of the Indian corporate houses (most of them run by family businesses) consider it invaluable to invest
on improving office designs. They are led and run by unimaginative business enthusiasts. However, in
recent years with the emergence of the startup culture led by young and enterprising entrepreneurs, who
bring with them out of the box thinking, this trend is rapidly changing.
So, what are the latest 'young' trends in the world of business interiors?
Since the design, appearance and comfort of office space also play an important role in employee's
happiness, today, offices are giving special emphasis on workplace design to attract new talent and keep
the employees happy. There is greater realization that gloomy designs, windowless cramped offices and
unimaginative desk spaces add to employee frustration and affect productivity.
Are the industry trends changing? What is the demand of corporate houses nowadays?
The surge in numbers of young first generation entrepreneurs with Startup India, a new wave of thinking is
changing the industry trends. Many of them have travelled across the world and have worked in
international environments, getting exposure from diverse countries and industries. Some of them give
special focus to make their offices look different and attractive and have employee-friendly initiatives such
as libraries, gymnasiums, snack centres within the office space. For example, demand for innovative and
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flexible work stations has become important. Also, a lot of attention is also paid to the need for ergonomics
to be taken into account while designing offices.
I believe in designs which are impeccable. Every design should reflect the personality of the brand. This is
typically a combination of the owner's personal vibe and that of the employees.

Colors or no colors - What does India demand?
Today, corporate houses in both - India as well as the west - demand greater use of colors and hues in
office designs. Borders are more porous today and since entrepreneurs travel a lot these days, they bring
with them ideas from other countries and markets. Light color hues are in demand as they help convey a
sense of calm, airiness, and openness.
Cool shades of green, blue and purple are often associated with providing a relaxing and an inviting
environment, while warm shades of yellow, orange and red are often associated with warmth and creativity.
Few corporate houses also believe in using bold and bright colors.
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